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Huangpu Dao thought of this too. He looked at Lin Ziming, with some
emotion in his eyes, and said, “Ziming, speaking of it, you are the best talent
in martial arts in this era. I remember seeing it for the first time. When you
were at your time, you were only in a congenital realm. It hasn’t been much
time before you have grown to this level. Even Adam is not your opponent.
If you didn’t see it with your own eyes, you really can’t believe it.”
Lin Ziming smiled, and there were some memories in his eyes. Indeed, his
progress over the past few years has been too fast, just like riding on the
Rockets, leaving his peers far behind!
“The main thing is opportunity. When I was in the acquired realm, I
swallowed a top quality pill, and in the fourth stage of the innate realm, I
swallowed a spiritual fruit of heaven and earth, and then completed the
consummation in the innate realm and condensed the Chinese nation. It’s
too many coincidences that allowed me to reach the realm where I am
today.” Lin Ziming said with emotion. Indeed, he had too many adventures
in his body. Otherwise, it would be absolutely impossible for him to be so
violent in his normal cultivation. !
However, Huangpudao shook his head and did not agree with his statement,
saying: “The main reason lies in you, not the adventure. There are so many
talents in China, and many people have no worse opportunities than you, but
they are not as good as you. Quickly, mainly because their talent and love
for martial arts are not as pure as you. Take my junior, his opportunities are
not less than you, but he will not reach your realm.”
Speaking of this, suddenly, Huangpudao’s eyes flashed with surprise, and
then smiled, and said: “As soon as you talk about Cao Cao, Cao Cao will be
there, and my junior brother is here.”
Lin Ziming’s ears moved, and he was not surprised at all, because he also
heard it just now. The young man he saw at the airport today appeared
nearby and rushed towards them.
“Senior Huangpu, your junior is terrible, your aura is extremely powerful.”
Lin Ziming praised.
Huangpu Dao shook his head and said, “It’s nothing in front of you.”
The voice fell, and there was an additional young man in the yard.
I saw a long and wide epee hanging on the back of this young man, the
sword body was black, as if any light shining through it would be absorbed,
and it looked very heavy!
Lin Ziming knew at a glance that this heavy sword must be very heavy and
extremely tough, capable of cutting everything in the world.
Moreover, this young man’s breath is also very strong, his eyebrows
exuding strong confidence, he has the look of sword eyebrows and stars,
especially his pair of eyebrows, which look like two swords, full of vigor.
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If you stare at him for a long time, you will even be hurt by his sword intent,
this is a very pure young man.
Lin Ziming was also the most powerful young man who had ever seen him.
It is no exaggeration to say that if he changed half a year ago, he would
probably not be his opponent.
“Brother, I’m out of the mountain.”
After this young man appeared, he first nodded and greeted Huangpu Road,
showing some respect for Huangpu Road.
Huangpudao nodded and said: “Junior Brother, your cultivation level has
improved a lot, yes, this time you go down the mountain, I’m afraid you are
going to the secret realm.”
The young man said lightly: “Well, my cultivation base has reached a
bottleneck. It just happens that the time for the secret realm to open has
arrived. I want to go there again. This time I will definitely break through to
the God-passing realm. When that happens, I will go to the beautiful
Kingdom, kill Adam.”
When he said this, his tone was very flat, but in his expression, he revealed a
powerful murderous aura, which caused the temperature of the scene to drop
a lot, which made people shudder.
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